
GOVERNMENT OF KERALA 
SECONDARY SCHOOL LIVING CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION (S.S.L.C) MARCH 2011 

        SCHOOL GOING CANDIDATES 
ADMISSION TICKET 

 
Register Number   : 
 
    
 
 
Name of the Candidate in 
BLOCK LETTERS   : 
 
(with house name in the case of  
candidate with identical names) : 
 
Name of Parent/Guardian  : 
 
Centre of Examination  :        Signature of the Chief Supdt. 
         (To be signed on the Photograph) 
 
The language chosen under   
 
 

1. First Language Part I : 
2. First Language Part II : 

 
Date of Issue of Admission Ticket :  
 
Signature of Candidate  : 
 
      Signature of the Chief Superintendent/Head of School 
(School Seal)       Name and Designation 
 

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 
(�¥±À¯Ü˜¸™°‰à ª¯¤°Å² «¥°¤¯¤° £œæ°§¯¾²‰) 

 
1. Candidates must have their admission tickets with them when they are attending the practical and written examinations 

�¥±À¯Ü˜¸™°‰à ½�¯¶¤¯‹°‰ �¥±À¾²¹ †©²Ì¸ �¥±À¾²¹ ®¯�¥¯‰²¶Ø¯à �•¸£°¬Ï “°¾Ý¸ �ª¥¥²µ“ µµ‰ª«¹ 
„Ê¯¤°¥°¶¾Ê˜¯—¸. 

2. They must write the name of Examination(S.S.L.C) the year and the month of Exam, Register Number and subject only one the Facing 
Sheet of the Answer book. 
„Ì¥‰“§¯−°µú £²Ïª«Ì²á ¬±Ý°Þ �¥±À¤²µ“ ¶�¥¸ (S.S.L.C), ªÜ¬¹, £¯−¹, ¥�èÜœØÜ, ª°¬¤Ì°µú ¶�¥¸ †Ò°ª 
£¯½˜¹ †©²¶˜Ê˜¯—¸. 

3. No candidate who arrives more than 30 minutes late in the examination hall will be admitted to the examination  
œ°õ°˜ −£¤¹ ‰©°Ç¸ 30 £°œ°È°§›°‰¹ ˜¯£−°Å² ª¥²Òªµ¥ �¥±Àµ¤©²˜¯Ï �œ²ªš°¾²Ò˜ß. 

4. If graph paper, drawing paper etc. are supplied, the same must securely be attached to the answer book with the candidates register 
number duly entered on them. The register number should be written at the top of every additional sheet used. The total number of 
additional sheets should also be noted on the top of the facing sheet of the answer book. 
½‹¯ý¸ ¶�Ô¶¦¯, ½•¯¤°¹‹¸ ¶�Ô¶¦¯ ˜Ò¯Þ �˜°Þ ¥�°èÜ œØÜ †©²˜° „Ì¥‰“§¯−°Þ ¢½š£¯¤° ˜²Ò°¶¾¯Ü¾—¹. 
‰³“²˜§¯¤° „�¶¤¯‹°¾²Ò ˆ¯¶¥¯ ¬±Ý°§²¹ £²‰à ¢¯‹Ì¸ ¥�°èÜ œØÜ †©²˜°¤°¥°¾—¹. ‰³“¯µ˜ „�¶¤¯Å°È²á ‚µ‰ 
¬±Ý²‰¨²µ“ †Ë¹ „Ì¥‰“§¯−°µú ‚š» ¶��°Þ £²‰¨°Þ †©²¶˜Ê˜¯—¸. 

5. Candidates should use the same ink throughout one session. 
ˆ¥² ¶�ÔÜ †©²˜²Ò˜°œ¸ ˆ¶¥ ˜¥¹ £¬°£¯½˜¶£ „�¶¤¯‹°¾¯Ï �¯“²á². 

6. Candidate should scrutinize the entries made in their Admission Ticket issued by the Chief Superintendent and point out mistakes, if 
any then and there and get them rectified. 
ü±ý¸ −³½�Ê¸ ˜¥²Ò �•¸£°¬Ï “°¾Ý¸ œßªË¹ �¥°¶«¯›°¶¾Ê˜²¹ �˜°Þ ªß µ˜Ý²‰¨²¹ „ÊÃ°Þ �˜°µœ �ª°µ“ 
ªÅ²˜µÒ ˜°¥²Ì° ª¯¶ÄÊ˜¯—¸.  
 

REGULAR 



  
      

 
  


